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Q8a.(What(do(you(think(about(an(additional(24(dwellings(from(the(point(of(view(of(their(effect(on(the(Parish(as(a(place(to(live(in?(

Q8b.(If(you(ticked("Too(many"(or("Too(few"(above,(please(say(how(many(you(think(would(be(appropriate(and(why?(

!
Q8a.(

response(
Q8b.(If(you(ticked("Too(many"(or("Too(few"(above,(please(say(how(many(you(think(would(be(appropriate(and(why?(

About right Absolute maximum. 

About right 
Certainly no more than 24.  Depends where the plan for new homes is to be located as the lane I have moved to already seems too narrow for the 
traffic that uses it and no turning provisions in place and cars travel faster than the 30 mile/hr speed limit. 

About right Dependant on which type of dwelling and number of people 
About right Herefordshire needs to expand as a whole but in the most ecological way as possible. 

About right 
Rather none but given the housing crisis we need to accept these figures. It would be better not to cram houses into gardens but use sterile 
agricultural land that offers little wildlife benefit. 

No opinion Houses for local people & young families not to be sold to people from away at very high prices 

No opinion 
Just to note with the approval of 212 new houses at Ross I wonder with this additional influx of people whether these 24 dwelling in this village is 
proportionate.  

No opinion Natural development of the community in line with existing or improved infrastructures. 
No opinion Not supplied any information on how much of an increase this is vs existing dwellings? 1%? 50%? 
Too few 35 - 45 additional with emphasis on affordable and sustainable development. 
Too few 48 dwellings. 
Too few As long as the houses were affordable 
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Q8a.(

response(
Q8b.(If(you(ticked("Too(many"(or("Too(few"(above,(please(say(how(many(you(think(would(be(appropriate(and(why?(

Too few 
It depends on what is classes as a new dwelling and without this information it is difficult to put a number on it. If a house was converted to 10 flats 
would this be 9 new dwellings?   It all depends on the mix being right. 

Too few 
Maybe about 30.  Would be good to have family homes and more children to go to school here and play cricket and tennis and do outdoor 
pursuits. 

Too few More homes are needed, so no restrictions 
Too few They must be well dispersed around the area. From many landowners (without favouritism!) 

Too few 
We need a vibrant community that is capable of sustaining local amenities. What has been done to the local shop is a disgrace. We need housing 
that makes people want to live, work and visit Goodrich and Welsh Bicknor. 

Too few Well dispersed to spread the benefits of sale of land & to develop some of the minimal areas eg Old Forge area 
Too many 10 
Too many 10 
Too many 12 
Too many 10-12 
Too many 0 - it is beautiful as it is. 
Too many Zero 
Too many Zero 
Too many Zero to prevent land creep. 
Too many 1. The school is full capacity.  2. The narrow roads would become more hazardous with increased traffic. 
Too many 10 - 12 otherwise development not sustainable in terms of infrastructure to support and employment opportunities. 
Too many 10 - 15 would be more than adequate as any more would mean having to build a large estate which is not an attractive proposition. 
Too many 10 - 24 dwellings would create issues with cars in & out of the village. Not sure school could cope with so many children. 
Too many 10 dwellings. 
Too many 10-14 we don't really like the idea of "affordable" housing i.e. council houses & their contents. 
Too many 12 - As this makes previous questions in this questionnaire less likely to be sustained. 
Too many 12 - as this makes previous questions in this questionnaire less likely to be sustained. 
Too many 12 - development needs to integrate and blend - not be a 'feature' 
Too many 12 - Goodrich is small. 
Too many 12 - to maintain village atmosphere and prevent over development. 

Too many 
12 dwellings as a maximum. The recent developments do not blend in well with the environment - particularly where red brick has been used. the 
'village' atmosphere has been infringed and is changing with these develpments. 

Too many 12 would be the maximum amount to prevent losing spaces dedicated to nature. 
Too many 15 - an extra 24 houses would dramatically change the dynamics of the village but if we must have more dwellings then at most 15. 
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Q8a.(

response(
Q8b.(If(you(ticked("Too(many"(or("Too(few"(above,(please(say(how(many(you(think(would(be(appropriate(and(why?(

Too many 15 - it does depend where they are built. 
Too many 15 to ensure character maintained 

Too many 
24 is too many for the centre of the village without spoiling its character - but the figure may be possible if extended to areas away from the centre 
which don't spoil the views. 

Too many 24 new buildings is pathetic should not be allowed. A wonderful village would be gone. 
Too many 6 or less  Takes away from close community (almost like family). 
Too many 8 to 10, limited by infill sites available. More would conflict with environment as shown on Q4. 
Too many A decision should be made at the time of a proposal on it's own merit & not on the number of dwellings. 
Too many About 1/3 of this, to avoid swamping the character of the existing environment with new buildings and a reduction of views and space. 

Too many 
About 5. Villages are being ruined by development and the lanes can not take the commuters. In the latest Hereford Times I see 212 new houses 
have just been approved surely these sort of developments avoid small villages being destroyed. 

Too many 
About half this number. The road through the village already gets congested at certain times of the day, to the point of being dangerous. Too many 
additional houses will add to this. 

Too many Approx 12. 

Too many 
Around 5 - 10 to allow natural growth and for new residents to fully integrate into the village community. Also for those of working age to stand a 
reasonable chance of gaining employment within the vicinity. 

Too many Bearing in mind - added numbers needing schools - 'already full to brim', hospitals & surgeries. 
Too many Existing new houses are already too dense (see Castle Lane, Knapp Lane). It should be possible to allocate 12 houses without increasing density. 
Too many Facilities in the village are not substantial for too many houses. Also public transport is not regular enough for the extra people 
Too many Fewer because there is no employment for more in the village & it in a village in an AOB. 
Too many Forseeable that developments will cluster. If 24 spread over parish then may be ok. 

Too many 
General infrastructure poor - narrow lanes frequently suffering potholes from current traffic levels - single house developments more appropriate + 
in keeping with the village. 

Too many Goodrich is a small village and I feel 24 dwellings is too many. 

Too many 
Goodrich is part of the ANOB. Building more & more houses is wrong for the ANOB. We live here because it's a beautiful part of the country. We 
shouldn't spoil it by building all over it. 

Too many Half a dozen. Not in an area with jobs or services. Becoming commuter belt - lots of car miles not environmentally friendly.� 

Too many 
I don't feel there should be any more development, otherwise the village will lose its character. Since living here, I have seen plenty of 
development, the goalposts for which are inconsistent and not always in keeping with surrounding buildings. 

Too many 
I honestly believe what we have now is fine. Perhaps instead of building new houses they should restore the old school - possibly make two small 
properties from that. 

Too many I think 24 dwellings is too much for Goodrich, as it is a small village. 
Too many I understand that this is a statutory requirement but feel it could have a negative affect on the village both visually and in terms of demographics. 
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Q8a.(

response(
Q8b.(If(you(ticked("Too(many"(or("Too(few"(above,(please(say(how(many(you(think(would(be(appropriate(and(why?(

Too many 
I would oppose all development schemes.  There is scope for a few small-single-building plots or conversions of existing buildings + restoration of 
derelict buildings.   10? 

Too many 
If this is an AONB why spoil it with housing development. Visitors and trade is increased by unspoilt visitors. So why build more houses and spoil 
it. Residents have already paid for this. 

Too many 
Infrastructure is poor - narrow lanes and speeding cars are not a good combination. Single house developments more appropriate and more in-
keeping with the village. 

Too many 
Infrastructure:  1. School is full.  2. Sewage is full to capacity.  3. Too many cars using narrow lanes.  4. Limited jobs in the area for social housing 
purposes. 

Too many Insufficient infrastructure, particularly access. 

Too many 
Lack of suitable sites/plots.   Several plots already sold for development still awaiting build! e.g. Old school (4-5 residences), The Nop (1 x house).  
School already full.  Sewerage up to capacity.  Already too many cars/vehicles use Goodrich village as link to FOD.   

Too many Less than half this number 
Too many Look at Caste View to see how 2 house can be built almost on top of another house (too close).  A few houses tastefully designed & sited. 
Too many Maybe 10-15, bearing in mind there are already houses for sale and unfinished housing projects in the parish. 
Too many No more than 15 
Too many No new builds to protect village from any further inappropriate buildings/designs and locations. 
Too many None! All a burden on local environment and infrastructure. 
Too many None. 
Too many Possibly up to six non executive houses or bungalows dotted around the village. 

Too many 
Really depends on quality of buildings + available space. To cram 24 houses on small parcel of land is effectively building tomorrows slums + 
does nothing for the village. 

Too many The number should be lower, 12 would fit into the area easier without overwhelming the space. 

Too many 
The parish has already seen substantial development. The roads and services can't support 35 new dwellings. 35 new dwellings doesn't seem like 
'limited growth' (vision statement). I think the 11 that have already been built is enough. 

Too many 
The population is already low and the lanes/roads are quiet - it's a minimum of 24 more cars in and around the village. 5-10 max and then assess 
impact. 

Too many The village doesn't currently have the amenities to cope with this many - unless provision was made in the new development to provide these. 
Too many The village doesn't currently have the amenities to cope with this many - unless provision was made in the new development to provide these. 
Too many The village has had a good deal of development over recent years. 24 dwellings would be detrimental to the character of the village. 

Too many 
To provide space for this many will require the development of a concentrated 'estate'. This is totally unsuited for a 'village' such as Goodrich & 
has lateral implications on schooling, drainage & lighting - I would suggest 15 in small 1 - 3 developments is more appropriate. 

Too many To stay a 'village' need to maintain 'green' spaces. Not sure how many properties can add & keep green spaces. 

Too many 
Whilst a minimum of 24 new houses may be 'imposed' on the village, I do not see that such a high figure is necessary particularly if built as one or 
two large developments. Occasional adhoc new houses would be acceptable. 
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Q8a.(

response(
Q8b.(If(you(ticked("Too(many"(or("Too(few"(above,(please(say(how(many(you(think(would(be(appropriate(and(why?(

  Don't know. Depends on types of dwelling, where they are and impact on/capacity of infrastructure. 
  I would say it depends on what sort of dwellings they would be 

  
No information has been given relating to the amount of existing dwellings to be able to make a considered opinion, as to whether 24 would be a 
reasonable number or whether in an AONB any special considerations had been given by H.C. 

  
Q8a. Don't know.  Really have no idea what the "right" number would be. 24 + 11 seems a lot but there are so many variables - estate v. individual 
dwellings, people living in the new dwellings (families v. couples/singles) & effect on parish as a place to live? Who knows! 

!

Q9c.(If(you(have(any(further(comments(on(Q9a(and(9b(above(please(use(the(box(below?(

9b.$Maybe$5*10$houses$max.$

Adding$housing$suitable$for$elderly$may$free$up$family$homes$in$the$area,$encouraging$younger$demographic$to$move$into$parish?$

Annex$in$Gardens$might$help$some$families$(younger,$older$generations$to$be$together)$

Any$house$to$be$no$more$than$2$storeys$high.$

Approve$of$the$development$of$houses$suggested$for$near$the$Cross$Keys$*$would$help$keep$the$pub$stable$and$it's$planned$by$a$local$family$rather$than$a$national$
company$buying$land$and$developing$it.$But$one$is$enough$for$now.$$Comment$Q9a$next$to$flats/apartments$'Houses$could$be$turned$$into$multiple$houses,$
detached$into$semi*detached.$But$not$new$flats'$$$

Bungalows$would$make$more$sense$&$will$fit$in$better,$easy$access$a$necessity.$

By$building$houses$on$"in$fill"$plots,$the$open$character$of$the$village$is$being$threatened.$The$previous$Goodrich$village$design$statement$stressed$that$the$open$
space$to$the$south*east$of$the$church$was$important$in$defining$the$style$and$character$of$the$village.$

Comment$next$to$Q9a$Easy$access$homes:$'for$people$with$disabilities'$

Continuous$drive$for$"in$fill"$plots$is$increasing$housing$density$&$threatening$the$open$character$of$the$villages.$For$example,$the$previous$Goodrich$village$design$
statement$remarked$on$the$importance$of$the$open$space$to$the$south*east$of$the$church$as$defining$the$style$&$charm$of$the$village.$

Could$take$1$or$possibly$2$developments$of$over$15$houses.$

Depends$on$individual$applications$&$location$of$proposed$development.$

Developments$of$5$or$more$should$be$mixed$housing$*$starter$homes/flats/easy$access$homes.$

Developments$of$5$or$more$should$be$mixed$housing.$Starter$homes/flats/easy$access$homes.$

Developments$of$more$than$one$house$should$be$a$mix$of$architectural$styles,$building$materials$&$finishes$*$and$not$'identikit'$mass$produced$designs.$

Easy$access$homes$*$Agree$but$not$bungalows.$

Encourage$self$build$&$co*housing$opportunities.$

Expansion$through$larger$sites$of$5*15$dwellings$*$I$could$support$but$would$depend$on$location$&$density$of$housing$*$we$need$to$maintain$open$space$&$ensure$
there$is$enough$room$around$houses,$ratio$of$house$to$site/plot$size$has$increased$dramatically$in$recent$years$resulting$in$increased$density.$$

Expansion$up$to$8$dwellings$should$be$allowed$if$appropriate$to$a$particular$site$and$well$screened$
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Q9c.(If(you(have(any(further(comments(on(Q9a(and(9b(above(please(use(the(box(below?(

Family$homes$*$agree$if$a$few.$$Houses$turned$into$flats$*$fine$but$not$built$as$blocks$of$flats.$

Flats are for cities not villages. 
Goodrich$school$has$very$few$children$who$live$in$the$village$*$this$proves$families$with$children$do$not$live$in$Goodrich.$Why$is$this?$*$housing$is$unaffordable$for$
most$young$families.$

How$will$Herefordshire$Council$ensure$that$any$planning$consents$be$enforced?$They$have$spectacularly$failed$so$far$eg$The$Old$School$which$would$provide$4$
dwellings$

I$would$be$concerned$that$larger$developments$would$hinder$integration$within$the$village.$

If$we$have$to$have$further$development$the$proposal$for$a$small$development$of$up$to$15$houses$at$Bivia$Meadows$would$be$acceptable.$

Important$to$retain$quality$of$life$for$existing$community$and$not$over$swamp$local$roads$and$facilities]$very$easy$to$lose$village$community$if$population$increases$
too$rapidly.$

Keep$it$rural!$$No$urbanisation!$

Large$scale$developments$are$entirely$inappropriate$for$the$character$of$the$area.$

Larger$developments$>5$houses$need$careful$consideration$as$to$the$location$and$needs$to$not$impact$existing$residents.$

Mixed$where$appropriate.$$Single$houses$where$appropriate.$

Modest$houses$are$a$must,$however$the$development$of$these$houses$should$be$spread$amongst$the$parish.$A$development$of$new,$large$housing$estates$will$
bring$problems$to$the$area,$including$traffic,$pollution$and$increased$need$for$road$maintenance.$

NB.$The$number$depends$on$the$location.$

New$developments$should$be$affordable.$Shared$ownership$government$schemes$should$be$embraced.$$*$To$encourage$community$and$integration,$the$housing$
density$within$the$parish$should$be$evenly$spread,$meaning$smaller$properties$next$to$larger$properties,$a$less$divisive$village$housing$attitude.$$*$Prioritise$youth,$
they$bring$ideas,$business,$innovation$and$may$live$in$the$community$for$a$number$of$years.$$*$Current$uninhabited$property$must$be$filled,$from$empty$homes$to$
above$pubs$etc$there$is$plenty$of$property$not$being$used$to$its$full$potential.$$$

No$flats$or$skyscrapers$please!$

No$to$housing$estates$

Older$people$downsizing$would$I$think$prefer$single$floor$properties$e.g.$bungalows.$$$$9b.$Sites$for$development$of$5$*$15$dwellings$without$affecting$the$character$
of$the$village$are$limited$and$must$include$at$least$35%$low$cost$housing$for$the$younger$generations$(affordable$homes).$

Proposals$for$sheltered$housing$may$be$appropriate.$

Q9a.$I$think$it$would$be$good$to$have$more$family$3$bedroom$houses$to$bring$children$to$the$village.$Have$more$local$children$going$to$Goodrich$School$and$playing$
tennis,$cricket$etc$locally.$

Q9a.$Only$if$further$development$cannot$be$prevented.$$$$Surely$the$old$school$could$be$developed$into$starter$homes?$Using$an$existing$eyesore$is$better$than$
taking$away$our$precious$countryside.$

Several$pockets$of$small$developments$should$be$encouraged$rather$than$a$large$development$in$one$area/site.$$Social$integration$is$lacking$Goodrich.$$Land$
owners$should$not$be$allowed$to$let$vacant$properties$fall$into$disrepair$or$ruin$*$there$are$several$on$the$Courtfield$estate$which$could$be$developed$&$occupied.$

Single$storey$properties$needed$for$older$residents$not$wanting$to$leave$the$village.$

Space$between$new$dwellings$&$existing$housing$needs$to$reflect$the$density$of$the$very$local$area$i.e.$gardens$*$and$off$street$parking$need$to$be$a$good$size.$
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Q9c.(If(you(have(any(further(comments(on(Q9a(and(9b(above(please(use(the(box(below?(

Style$and$size$of$all$new$buildings$should$be$determined$by$the$site$itself,$not$by$prescribed$quotas.$

The$number$of$houses$gives$a$false$impression.$$12$x$5$bedroom$houses$takes$up$far$more$room$than$12$x$2$bedroom$houses.$$The$economies$have$to$work$as$
well.$$A$mixture$has$not$been$offered$as$an$option$

The$size$of$any$development$and$its$appropriateness$would$be$dependent$on$the$details$and$aesthetics$of$the$development$itself,$so$opinions$expressed$in$answer$
to$question$Q9b$are$general.$

The$type$of$housing$should$depend$on$the$type$of$plot$available.$However,$over$development$should$be$avoided$and$developments$of$small$"estates"$should$not$be$
allowed.$Likewise,$squeezing$too$many$houses$onto$small$areas$should$not$be$allowed$e.e.$Church$Field.$

To$attract$families/younger$residents$cheaper$and$appropriate$housing$is$needed$*$particularly$to$protect$the$sustainability$of$the$school.$

Too$much$infilling$already.$Goodrich$is$home$to$many$people$who$would$like$to$downsize$&$stay$in$the$community.$No$smaller$easy$to$run$houses$being$built.$
Goodrich$is$too$expensive$for$young$families$hence$it$is$increasingly$dominated$by$middle$class.$

Variety$of$styles$to$maintain$a$varied$population$profile$

Variety,$scattered,$population$profile$$$

We$need$to$encourage$young$families$to$live$in$the$area.$It$is$already$predominantly$affluent$or$retired.$

We$should$carefully$differentiate$between$'planning$consent'$and$homes$actually$completed.$Herefordshire$Council$have$demonstrated$a$total$inability$to$enforce$
planning$to$completion$(eg$The$Old$School)$yet$this$aspect$is$crucial$to$actual$completion$of$the$homes$being$discussed$here.$

We$should$ensure$that$existing$developments$which$have$been$started$are$completed.$The$Old$School$is$a$fine$example$of$a$wonderful$old$building$acquired$and$
then$abandoned$by$a$developer.$It$is$a$total$eyesore$and$has$been$so$for$years!$

What$about$annexes$for$family$members$(young$&$old)$and$garden$buildings$

Where'$is$the$most$important$part$of$the$question.$Affordable$housing$in$the$right$place$is$probably$the$most$important$development.$Young$families$in$the$village$is$
vital$for$its$future.$

Yes$for$housing$for$disabled,$but$not$a$development$of$bungalows$*$not$in$the$character$of$the$village.$

!
(

Q12.(Other(building(features(which(you(think(are(important:(

"Best" implies only one. Answers above for "acceptable" materials. 
21st century designs, glass, zinc, concrete. 
A precedent has been set with the diverse types of building materials used in recent years 
A variety of interesting creative new architecture fitting into local setting. 
All building should be in keeping with the tradition of the village. 
All of the above 
Blend in with their surroundings. No ostentatious monstrosities!! 
Bright concrete drives should not be allowed. 
But, yes to pantiles. 
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Q12.(Other(building(features(which(you(think(are(important:(

Chunky oak frames. 
Design, style and materials should be in-keeping with other properties nearby. 
Developments of more than one house should be a mix of architectural styles, building materials & finishes - and not 'identikit' mass produced designs. 
Don't get too restrictive! Imitation slate, glass, zinc roofs - Dutch barn shapes for 1950's and earlier. 21st century design, rusted metal walls, corrugated zinc.   Stone 
is to expensive, cannot have stone and low cost, need to be realistic. 
Double glazed windows & doors. 
Eco friendly homes would be fantastic for our environment, tourism etc and would bolster our subsistent nature within the parish & rural communities and also 
separates us from many other rural parishes in a modern and unique way 
Eco-friendly houses.  
Goodrich should not lose its village charm with new red brick properties. 
Heights of new builds should match and compliment those of existing surrounding properties. 
In keeping with Herefordshire + main village properties. 
Innovative design principles. 
It is not a question of materials but of looking attractive and fitting in and complimenting what is already here. 
It is not a question of materials but of looking attractive and fitting in and complimenting what is already there. 
It's important that wood cladding does not deteriorate quickly. 
Materials need to be consistent with materials of other houses nearby e.g. if a group of houses have slate roofs don't allow a new build with red brick tiles. 
No fake lead rooves 
Not bright red brick and would depend on the position of the property 
Nothing cheap & nasty 
Oak framed 
Pantiles 
Preferable stone/slate or a mix of stone + wood but brick is acceptable with more careful design to avoid the modern 'brick box' affect. 
Radical new modern style included in preference to reproducing past/historical styles. 
Red pantiles can be appropriate on older buildings. 
Should focus on promoting modern eco-friendly building designs including green walls and roofs, glass etc. 
Solar power & heating on every new home. 
Stone parking lot.  gravel floor parking lot. 
Style + character!! 
There should be an assumption that only local building styles/methods may be used - no more red brick! 
To fit in with surrounding houses - style, materials as originally planned - not changed during construction. 
To fit in with surrounding houses- style, materials as originally planned - not changed during construction. 
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Q12.(Other(building(features(which(you(think(are(important:(

Traditional architectural styles. 
Use of all the above needs to be considered in relation to surrounding buildings e.g. no red roofs in an area of grey slate roofs. 
We already have many different building materials. 
Windows/glass proportions/no fake 'lead' 
Wooden window frames. 
Zinc roofing, glass, Hi-Tech cladding. 

!
(

!

Q14.%Should%
the%old%policy%
(stated%
above)%be%
maintained?%

Q14.%Should%
there%be%
further%
Settlement%
Boundaries%
around%
existing%
developed%
areas%of%the%
Parish%–%e.g.%
Goodrich%
Cross,%Old%
Forge,%
Symonds%Yat%
East?%

Q14.%Should%
settlement%
boundaries%be%
removed%to%allow%
development%at%
other%locations%
within%Parish%if%they%
meet%the%criteria%laid%
out%in%our%
Neighbourhood%
Development%Plan%
and%Herefordshire’s%
Core%Strategy?% Q14b.(Please(add(any(further(comments(you(wish(to(make(about(Q14a.(

Yes! Yes! No! Areas!around!historic!&!listed!buildings!should!not!be!built!up!

No! No! Yes!
As!previously!stated,!the!distribution!and!density!of!the!housing!needs!to!be!considered.!We!need!a!balanced!parish!
area!whilst!being!mindful!of!natural!habitats!and!environments.!

Yes! No! No!
Building!new!homes!around!Goodrich!Cross,!the!cricket!club!would!enhance!the!village!&!keep!traffic!to!a!manageable!
level.!Certain!areas!of!natural!beauty!around!the!church!should!never!be!built!on.!

No! No! Yes!

By!continuing!to!develop!within!the!settlement!boundaries!increases!housing!density!and!threatens!the!open!character!
of!the!villages!which!was!of!great!importance!in!the!previous!design!statement!with!particular!reference!to!Church!
Field.!
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Yes! Yes! No!
Church!Field!is!a!valuable!green!space!within!the!village!from!aesthetic,!ecological!and!amenity!perspectives!M!there!
should!be!an!absolute!protection!against!any!development!there.!

Yes! Yes! No!
Church!Field!should!be!protected!from!development!since!reasons!given!for!past!refusals!(and!appeals!against!refusals)!
still!apply.!

No! No! Yes!

Concentrating!development!within!the!settlement!of!boundaries!creates!a!continual!drive!for!"inMfill"!developments,!
which!increases!housing!density,!threatening!the!open!character!of!the!villages!as!mentioned!in!the!former!Goodrich!
village!design!statement!with!particular!reference!to!Church!Field.!

No!opinion! No!opinion! Yes!
Don't!see!a!problem!with!areas!being!'linked'!by!more!houses!without!extending!outside!boundaries!M!much!of!the!
villages!greenspace!will!be!maintained!if!only!a!few!ie!less!than!40!houses!are!built.!

No! Yes! Yes! Each!case!should!be!considered!on!it's!own!merits!and!arbitrary!boundaries!used!as!guidance!in!the!decisions!process.!

Yes! No!opinion! No! Good!to!maintain!some!open/house!free!areas!within!village.!

Yes! Yes! No! Goodrich!is!a!relic,!don't!destroy!it.!

No!opinion! No! No!opinion! Green!space!of!Church!Meadow/field!to!be!retained!for!the!community.!

Yes! Yes! No! I!don't!really!understand!the!meaning!of!this!part.!Should!"outside"!the!boundaries!mean!inside!the!boundaries.!

Yes! No!opinion! No!opinion! It!is!important!that!the!character!of!a!place!is!given!utmost!importance!when!providing!a!few!more!homes.!

!  Yes! No!building!in!agricultural!fields!or!pasture!land.!!!Any!new!builds!should!be!integrated!between!existing!developments.!

Yes! Yes! No! No!building!on!Church!Field!M!reasons!given!for!earlier!ban!should!still!apply!!

Yes! Yes! No! Odd!to!change!years!of!housing!areas!should!not!be!allowed!to!join.!

Yes! Yes! No! Planning!constraints!should!be!as!strict!as!possible,!not!relaxed!to!encourage!development.!

No! No! Yes! Planning!to!be!looked!at!individually!and!not!determined!by!a!line.!

Yes! Yes! No!
Settlement!boundaries!are!meant!to!maintain!character!of!a!development!+!protect!the!countryside.!They!should!not!
be!removed!or!we!will!just!merge!with!the!outskirts!of!other!villages.!

Yes! Yes! !
Settlement!boundaries!should!be!considered!in!the!light!of!an!ND!Plan!and!the!suitability!of!any!such!areas!being!
considered!for!development.!Removal!of!boundaries!could!open!the!floodgates!for!larger!scale!developments.!

Yes! No! !
Should!settlement!boundaries....."Possibly".!!I!think!each!new!development!should!be!considered!if!they!meet!criteria!
laid!out!in!NDP!and!on!it's!own!merit.!

Yes! No! !
Should!settlement!boundaries......."Possibly".!!I!think!each!development!should!be!considered!if!they!meet!criteria!laid!
out!in!NDP!and!on!it's!own!merit.!

Yes! Yes! No! So!why!did!the!council!reneged!on!this!by!allowing!new!development!on!Castle!Lane?!Who!gained!and!how?!
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No! No! Yes! Subject!to!very!sensitive!choice!of!sites!

Yes! Yes! No! Surely!Settlement!Boundaries!have!been!removed,!which!is!a!pity!!

Yes! Yes! No! The!24!extra!units!needed!should!if!possible!be!included!within!settlement!boundaries!to!avoid!creeping!settlement.!

Yes! Yes! No!
There!are!new!properties!evident!within!what!we!understood!to!be!the!current!settlement!boundaries!that!have!not!
enhanced!the!village,!such!as!on!castle!Lane!M!village!end.!

No! Yes! Yes! There!has!been!development!around!the!shop!and!of!the!shop!buildings!in!recent!years.!

No! Yes! Yes!
We!wouldn't!like!to!see!the!nature!of!the!village!change!by!building!within!the!settlement!boundary.!We!would!prefer!
to!see!expansion!outside!the!settlement!boundary.!

!


